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QUESTION 1

What are two roles a project Steering Committee plays in determining what methodologies are used? Choose 2
answers 

A. Enforcing that corporate project stage gates are part of the chosen methodology 

B. Designing a methodology that will meet a particular project\\'s requirements 

C. Approving deviations from the chosen methodology, when required to address project issues 

D. Setting the criteria for selecting Agile or Waterfall methodology to be used on internal projects 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers (UC) is looking at implementing a large number of features using an AppExchange product. This
product uses Sobjects to store and configure important business logic within the application. 

Which two options should an architect recommend, as the source of truth for storing this reference data? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Store the records in sandboxes and production. 

B. Store the records in a version control system. 

C. Use a third-party product to manage these records. 

D. Attach CSV files to the user stories in a project management system. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 3

What advice should a technical architect provide in a Change Advisory Board meeting? 

A. Functionality meets the business needs. 

B. Solution is usable by the business. 

C. Solution is technically sound. 

D. Troubleshooting strategies for deployment issues 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A team of developers at Universal Containers has developed Apex Triggers and Apex Classes in a sandbox. The team
has also written test classes to unit test these triggers and classes. When executed in the sandbox, all the test methods
pass and all the classes meet the minimum code coverage requirement. But when they tried deploying these
components to production, a few of these test methods failed 

What should an architect recommend? 

A. Create test data in production before deploying the test classes 

B. Set SeeAllData to True to use the data in production. 

C. Explicitly set SeeAllData to True and generate data in test methods. 

D. Do not use SeeAllData and generate data in the test methods 

Correct Answer: D  

 

QUESTION 5

The CTO at Universal Containers is complaining to the software development managers that he has no visibility of their
teams\\' work status. 

What two software development methodologies should an architect suggest to solve this issue, and why? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Waterfall, because it defines a fixed schedule and duration for each activity. 

B. DevOps, because monitoring and logging practices help you stay informed of performance in real time. 

C. Scrum, because openness is one of the five core Scrum values. 

D. Kanban, because one of its basic elements is to make everything visible, creating consistent transparency of work
items 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 6

Salesforce has three major releases a year. 

Which type of change introduced by a release can cause automated browser tests to need updating? 

A. DOM changes 

B. New standard fields 

C. Metadata schema changes 

D. New Apex methods 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Universal Containers (UC) development team is developing a managed package for AppExchange. The product team
has finished developing and testing, and wants to submit a Security Review. However, the product manager has
concerns on the few errors from the Checkmarx code scanner. 

How should the product team proceed? 

A. Review the Checkmarx errors. If there is no need to fix, mark them as false positive and attach explanation, then
submit. 

B. Leave them to the Salesforce security review team, they would catch it if those are true problems. 

C. Leavee a partner support case, the partner manager will engage Salesforce support resources to help. 

D. Review the Checkmarx errors and fix all of them before submitting security review. Salesforce security review team
will reject the request if any error remains. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

What are two advantages of using an Agile Project Management tool? Choose 2 answers 

A. Increased visibility into sprint and project status 

B. Better relationships with business stakeholders 

C. Consolidate project artifacts to a common repository 

D. Improve governance with gate steps in development 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9

Universal Containers is working on the next phase of development for their Salesforce implementation involving a large
amount of custom development. Which two strategies should be considered to address a critical production issue
occurring in the middle of development? Choose 2 answers 

A. Create separate branches for current development and production bug fixes and deploy the fix with current
development when ready 

B. Utilize one branch for both development and production bug fixes to avoid out-of-sync branches and simplify
deployment 

C. Utilize a source control system to allow separate branches for current development and production bug fixes 
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D. Refresh a sandbox for replication of the issue and testing the use -case scenarios once the code is fixed 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 10

Universal Containers wants to introduce data volume testing to resolve ongoing performance defects earlier in the
lifecycle. Regulations prohibit the use of production data in non-production environments. 

Which two options can the architect recommend? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Request a partial Sandbox copy after the next Salesforce release. 

B. Generate mock data that mimics production data shape and volume. 

C. Perform data masking on full sandbox after a refresh. 

D. Use Query Analyzer in production. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 11

Which are two key benefits of fully integrating an agile issue tracker with software testing and continuous integration
tools? Choose 2 answers? 

A. Developers can see automated test statuses post code commit on a specific user story. 

B. Developers can collaborate and communicate effectively on specific user stories. 

C. Developers can observe their team velocity on the burn chart report in the agile tool. 

D. Developers can use the committed code\\'s build status directly on the user story record. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 12

Universal Containers has a complex deployment coming up. The deployment will include several Apex classes which
depend on custom settings that hold important configuration. How should an Architect manage this deployment? 

A. Script the deployment of all functionality via the Force.com Migration Tool 

B. Manually deploy and populate custom settings in production using a change set 

C. Create a custom metadata type and include this in your deployment to production 

D. Manually deploy and populate the custom settings in production prior to the Apex Class deployment 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Universal Containers CUC) Customer Community is scheduled to go live in the Europe, Middle East, and Africa (EMEA)
region in 3 months. UC follows a typical centralized governance model. Two weeks ago, the project stakeholders
informed the project team about the recent changes in mandatory compliance requirements needed to go live. The
project team analyzed the requirements and have estimated additional budget needs of 30^0 of the project cost for
incorporating the compliance requirements. 

Which management team is empowered to approve this additional budget requirements? 

A. Security Review Committee 

B. Project Management Committee 

C. Executive Steering Committee 

D. Change Control Board 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Universal Containers has recently acquired another business that uses Salesforce extensively. UC wants to merge their
Salesforce Orgs to effectively sell and service customer under one business. Traditionally, UC has followed an agile
development methodology to deliver Salesforce functionality. With the merging businesses, UC is convinced that
adopting a Waterfall development methodology is the best approach. 

Which are two positive aspects of using a Waterfall development methodology? 

A. Changes late in the process are expected and can be handled by integrating them into the requirements specs. 

B. Complex processes that will need to be built are thoroughly understood and documented before coding begins. 

C. Milestones, timelines and estimates tend to be more accurate and predictable due to the upfront due diligence. 

D. The costs of starting the project are low since much of the design work is pushed to later stages of the process. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 15

A year has passed since a project has gone live and a developer is looking to make an update to an existing Apex
class, but is unsure of its purpose. What artifact from the original project should be leveraged to determine the purpose
of the class? 

A. User Acceptance Test Scripts 
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B. Test Execution Plan 

C. Requirements Traceability Matrix 

D. Test Sign Off Document 

Correct Answer: C 
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